INTRODUCTION
A confining wall affects the sut)ersoni(' jet Inixing layers that are associated with ('ombustion pro-(:esses, I engine tests (:olldll('te(t inside an enclose(t facility, 2 and jet noise redu('tion efforts, a In the cir-(:ular configuration consider(,(l for this paper, the su-1)ersoni(: jet issues from a nozzle that has its axis coincident with the centerline of a surroullding cylindrical duct.
Between the jet an(l the confining wall of the duct, a lower sl)eed outer flow exists. The shear layer |)etween the two flows is initially thin and unstable.
This instability grows like a wave as the fl()w relives downstream.
As a resuh., this instability wave generates t)ertur|)ations that l)roliagate away frOlll the shear layer. Those perturhations that prot)agate towar(l the wall can refle('t off it an(t return toward the shear layer t.o interact and modify the growing instability in the shear layer. Thus the presence of the wall. both if the wall is hard and if it has an acoustic lining, affects the characteristics of the instability waves that govern both the mixing in the high speed shear layer and the noise generation. Stability analysis was used by Tam and Hu t to study the supersoni(' inixing layer inside a re('tangular channel with hard walls. In addition t(i the Kelvin-Hehnholtz (KH) instabilities, they found from using a vortex sheet mo(M that the coupling of the unsteady moti(m with acimsti(" modes reflected fl'om the walls resulted in a new family of sut)ersoni(' instabilities with supersonic Colwective Mach munher. The analysis also incht(led the effects of shear layer thickness on the spatial growth rates of twoand three-dimensional SUl)ersonic instability waves. Zhuang et al. a showed for a constant shear layer thickness that the walls most affe(:ted the shear laver instal)lilly when the convective Ma('h lmml)er was greater than one. As the distance between the walls decreased, the maximum aml)lification rate reached a maximmn value and then decrease(t. The stability characteristics for subsonic convective Math mmfl)er waves were uimffected l)y wall height. Others have found similar results for shear layers in a reetangulm channel . l.(;
The stal)ility analysis has heen l)erformed f(ir a cylindrical supersonic vortex sheet inside a ('ylindrical duct with hard walls. '''7-'_) Viswanathan 7 showed how the KH instat)ilities for a 5Ii = 4.1) jet with n(i outer flow were affected 1)y the wall height.
Tile effect appeared as oscillations in the growth rates due to interaction hetween the internal Mai:h wave system of the jet and the reflected waves from the wall as tile wall moved closer to the vortex sheet. Furthermore, the KH mode had growth rates tyt)ically higher than the sut)ersonie instabilities. Chang and Kuo* foun(1 similar results for a 5Ij = 4.5 jet with two different outer flows. 2/lo --4.06 an(l ,lI,, = 1.56. For tile instability wave with the largest growth rates, the increasing shear layer thickness resulted in lower growth rates.
Also, the presence of a lined wall was more effective in reducing growth rates than a hard wall.
In this paper, we extend the study of the effects of a confining wall with sound absorbing lining on shear layer instability waves to the cylindrical duct case.
Many variables are available to study including the inner jet. stream w_locity and temperature, the outer stream velocity and teml)erature, the axial location, the jet shear layer width, the duct wall height, the wall imt)edance both real and imaginary parts, and the frequency.
By necessity, we must limit our presentation of results. The jet Mach number is fixed at 2.0 with a temperature ratio Tj/To = 2.0. We are primarily interested in the apt)lication of acoustic wall treatment in an ejector designed to reduce sut)ersonic jet noise. Inside the ejector, a shear layer between the two flow streams exists only for a short distance downstream of tile nozzle exit before the two flows more fully mix together. Consequently, tile results t)resented herein will be confined to small shear layer widths near the nozzle. Thus, this study concentrates on the effects of wall treatment on tile initial growth characteristics of the shear layer. We will only consider the Kelvin-Hehnholtz type mode in this study since it is the dominant instability for both the free and confined jets at the above flow conditions.
The next section describes the formulation of the instahility wave model using a finite imt)edance boundary condition. The model is used to determine tile growth rates and phase velocities of the instability waves that govern the t)ressure disturbance pattern generated hy the jet shear layer. This is fi)llowed by a l)resentation and a discussion of tile numerical results.
INSTABILITY WAVE FORMULATION
A cross-section of the model configuration for a sut)ersonic axisymmetric jet inside a cylindrical duct is shown in Figure 1 . The high speed flow emerging fl'om the nozzle with velocity Uj and static temperature Tj has an initially thin shear layer that is inherently unstable even in the absence of viscosity. An instability wave begins to grow rat)idly and continues to grow at. reduced rates as the shear layer sI)rea(ts. During this process, t)ressure disturhances created by the instability l)ropagate away from the shear layer toward the wall, reflect off tile wall, and return to interact with and modify the instability wave in tile shear layer. This process is assumed to be governed by the linearized, inviscid, eomt)ressit)le e(tuations of motion.
Disturbance Equations
For a supersonic jet, the shear layer grows slowly in the axial direction.
This allows a locally parallel flow approximation to t)e used to obtain the solution for the disturbance (luantities. ' 
W]lere
is obtained after substituting B,, I)ack into e<luation (4). As h ---+ .9c, equation (8) A finite difference al)proximation is used to discretize e(tuation (2).
To inc()rporate the outer t)oml<tary ('ondition, the constant .4, inust be eliminated fl'<)m equation (8). This is done by using a ratio of the disturbance t)ressures at the two outer grid points,
where N is the n|lnli)er <)f grid spacings. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The calculations were performed for a jet with exit Mach munber 5Ij = 2.0. The jet was hot relative to the outer strealn with Tj/T,, = 2.0. The outer stream had the same static temperature as the ambient conditions for the source of the outer stream.
The velocity ratio between the outer stream and the inner jet streain was varied from 0.01 to 0.21 resulting in outer stream Math numbers _Io of 0.03 and 0.1 to 0.6 in increments of 0.1 for a total of seven operating conditions. In addition to the flow conditions, the fl'equency 0,, in equation (2) As the outer flow Mach number increases, the peak wave amplitudes increase and shift slightly to higher Strouhal numbers. Thus, the calculated results will be shown for Strouhal numbers in this peak region. In addition, the results presented in this paper will be for tile _ = 1 and n = 2 instability wave nlodes since they are clearly more dominant than the n = 0 axisynunetric instability wave mode.
Hard Wall
The instability wave growth rates near the nozzle exit are first examined for the hard wall case This behavior is similar to those growth rate characteristics calculated for a cylindrical vortex sheet. 7 These growth rate oscillations are due to the h)cation of the wall relative to the standing wave like pattern resulting from reflecting pressure disturbances interfering with tile pressure disturbances generated by the shear layer instability. As an example, Figure 4 (a) shows the changes in the radial distributions of the wave modes for tim local maximum and mininmln growth rates as the wall height changes for St = 0.45 in Figure 3( 
.r This region increases in size as Mo increases as seen in part (d). In the small regions outlined by the thin dashed lines in parts (a) to (e), the phase velocities are supersonic relative to the immr flow.
/o,.(\)dx
Most of the growth rates lie in the region where the phase velocity is subsonic relative to the inner flow. The most important results for the wall to affect the shear layer growth rates is that the phase velocity be supersonic relative to the outer flow, especially when the wall has a<:oustie lining, a The flow conditions chosen nleet the criterion of having the phase velocity supersonic relative to the outer flow when line<t walls are present.
Lined Wall
It has been previously shown that instahility wave growth rates decreased as the real part of the wall impedance decreased toward one for a fixed imaginary part and wall height, a We confirmed this behavior for tile cylindrical duct case with similar ot>-erating conditions and impedance boundary conditions.
In this paper, we present results for a range of wall impedances that are found in many practical applications.
The real part of the impe<tance is alwws positive with values chosen to be between 0 and 2. Tile inmginary part is either positive or negative with vahms between -2 and 2 chosen for study. These iml)edance values are realizal_le with t)raeticat sound absorbing materials.
Growth Rates versus Impedance
Tile initial growth rates of the n = 1 shear layer instability wave modes were calculated for a wall height h = 2 and a Strouhal number St = 0.2. With seven outer flow con<titions, a large number of calculations were performed ow_r the designated region in the imt)edance plane. To compare this large number of cah'ulated results, we chose to compare growth rates affected hy the presence of a wall impedance to the growth rate of a free jet shear layer. The growth rates were mapped on to the iml)edance plane and contours were <h'awn through (--) following arrow. Arrow points from region where growth rates h)wer than free .jet to region where growth rates higher than fi'ee jet. 
creases.
The largest growth rates shown in Figure  7 lie along tim imaginary axis of the imi)edance planes in Figure  6 near the (:enter of a circle that al)t)roximates the shal)e of the free jet growth rat(, contours. rates. An example of the calculated growth rate resuits in the impedance plane is shown in Figure  9 in terms again of the free jet growth rate contours. 
